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The dark field microscopy carried out by IFVBESA on the physical

effectiveness of the test object, the "Quantum Upgrade", has clearly shown

that this test object is capable of significantly harmonizing biologically

significant stress factors in the living blood of the test subjects. This is also

confirmed by the BESA tests carried out in parallel (see also project P75 2.1).

Using dark field microscopy, the effect of the stress factors on the test

persons and their living blood as well as their biological control circuits was

questioned and tested on the physical level. The BEFORE - AFTER dark field

microscope comparisons of the live blood show significant changes. The

images of the dark field microscope confirm the stress produced by the

tested factors and, more importantly, how the living blood changes into more

vital or body-immanent and biocompatible visible values after application of

the "Quantum Upgrade".

From a holistic point of view, it can be assumed that the positive effect on

the test subjects also occurs with other test subjects. The positive influence

of the "Quantum Upgrade" is indeed possible with high precision is clearly

shown by this project with its BEFORE-AFTER comparisons on the various test

subjects. For the most part, the images of the dark field microscopy show

significantly improved blood properties. A bodily regulation dynamic has

taken place. In the sense of IFVBESA, one can clearly speak of a significant

change in the body's own blood in the direction of vitality.
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Result

All subjects showed a deregulated blood situation or a stressful condition in

the BEFORE blood tests. Some subjects showed blood parameters that

deviated strongly from the norm in some cases, which could be illustrated

very nicely via the microphotographs of the blood.

If one compares the blood pictures of test persons who have received
medications versus those who live largely in a natural way, their higher burden
in the blood is only partially detectable. The medical history shows that stress,
electromagnetic interference fields (EMSF), environmental pollution,
denatured nutrition or certain stressful living conditions also have an influence
on the blood and the salutogenesis of the test persons.

In the AFTER microscopy, the subjects were quantum entangled over a

distance of about 8 km (as a crow flies) with the test object. In contrast to the

BEFORE microscopy, in which the "Quantum Upgrade" was not used,

significant changes in the blood were found throughout, which indicate that a

vitalization of the blood had taken place. The bodily regulation dynamics

visibly developed into a regulatory range of action.

In this project as a "quantum-entangled double-blind study", proof of the

effectiveness of the test object, the "Quantum Upgrade" was provided to the

tested subjects. Thus, the requirements for the receipt of a BESA seal of

approval by the International Professional Association for BESA were also

confirmed via dark field microscopy.
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